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Unlock the power of volume to increase your trading profits and to Discover the

hidden market insights that volume profile can reveal.

Here are 3 Intraday Strategies to maximize your trading potential using fixed

volume profile ( FREE TOOL ■)

PAID content is FREE now

Thread■

Here I will use a simple FREE tool called Fixed Volume profile available even on Free tradingview version. 

 

Watch the below video to understand the way to plot volume profile ■ 
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Scroll down to understand the terms and strategies

There are 4 Important components in Volume profile. Let's understand one by one starting with High Volume Zone.

Scroll down ■

Then comes VPOC - Volume point of control

Scroll down ■



Then comes VAH & VAL ( Value area High & Low )

Scroll down ■

Now let's deep dive into to how to use it for trade entry and Intraday opportunity in favour of market direction

Example no - 1 to understand the way to react around VPOC

Scroll ■



Example no - 2 to understand the trade opportunity using both VPOC & High volume area

Scroll ■

Example no - 3 Using Value area levels

Scroll ■



Exampl no - 4 Multiple day untested levels and to identify change in direction during Market hours

Scroll ■

Example no - 5 Failure / False breakout trade opportunity

Scroll ■



End of this thread

If you find this thread useful kindly RETWEET & LIKE the first tweet

Follow me on twitter @learntotrade365 for more strategies and content

Join the Telegram channel more exciting free Webinars and live market updates will be shared - https://t.co/VU0bCGjU7s
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